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 Government & Politics Transition Work – Core Ideology Essays 

In order to prepare you for Year 12, you are required to complete the following three essays, one on each of 

the core ideologies you will be studying. This requires independent research and self-tuition. 

Essay 1- Conservatism 

To what extent do conservatives agree that human nature is imperfect? (24 marks)  NB. You must use appropriate 

thinkers you have studied support your answer. 

Introduction  In your introduction define the term in the question and clearly introduce the debate 

Para 1 Use this paragraph to ensure you link your argument to the different stands of 
conservatism and begin a careful analysis of exactly what is meant by human imperfection 

Para 2 Use this paragraph to develop you understanding of what is human imperfection and how 
it affects the conservative view of the role of the state and law 

Para 3 Use this paragraph to link human imperfection with other key themes of conservatism, 
(such as hierarchy, equality, state and individual liberty) but with a close focus on the 
question. Ensure in this paragraph there is a close focus on ‘to what extent’. You need to 
explain there is NOT agreement, as New Right conservatives reject the belief in human 
imperfection. (look at work on Ayn Rand and Bob Nozick for example)  

Conclusion  
 

In your conclusion you need to provide a focused conclusion that reaches a logical 
judgement based on the arguments made in your essay.  

 

Essay 2- Liberalism  

To what extent do liberals believe in equality? (24 marks) NB. You must use appropriate thinkers you have studied to 

support your answer. 

Introduction  In your introduction provide an excellent definition, explain the debate and YOUR line of 
argument. Remember although there is some agreement overall liberals do not agree over 
equality 

Para 1 Use this paragraph to suggest tensions within liberalism and the principal of equality. 
Ensure you mention the role of the state, (which is central to the debate). Try to use 
sophisticated political terminology such as egoistical individualism and atomistic 
individualism. Ensure that you link to each different type of liberalism AND their 
approaches to equality 

Para 2 Use this paragraph to have more of an explanation between developmental individualism 
and equality. Ensure that you link to each different type of liberalism AND their approaches 
to equality 

Para 3 Use this paragraph link freedom and equality in an analytical way and include thinkers such 
as J.S. Mill, T. H. Green and Betty Friedan. Ensure that you link to each different type of 
liberalism AND their approaches to equality 

Para 4 Use this paragraph look at justice and fairness in this paragraph from point of view of both 
classical and modern liberals but make an explicit to equality. Rawls would be a good 
thinker to mention here. Ensure that you link to each different type of liberalism AND their 
approaches to equality 

Para 5 Us this paragraph to look at the role of the state according to modern liberals such as Rawls 
and classic liberals who believe in the free market. Make explicit links back to the question. 
Ensure that you link to each different type of liberalism AND their approaches to equality 

Conclusion In your conclusion you need it to be detailed and analytical and one that clearly weighs up 
the arguments and reaches a judgement 
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Essay 3- Socialism 

To what extent have socialists agreed that the existing state must be destroyed in order to achieve socialism? (24 

marks) NB. You must use appropriate thinkers you have studied support your answer. 

Introduction  In your introduction set out your line of argument and explain why the question has been 
asked-because there is a division within socialist ideology. Ensure you define the terms 
revolutionary and evolutionary 

Para 1 Focus this paragraph on explaining revolutionary socialism and ensure you keep to the 
question, use appropriate terminology such as bourgeoisie and class consciousness, ensure 
relevant thinkers are included 

Para 2 Focus this paragraph on Marx’s scientific theory of why revolutions happen based on the 
sequence of historical events. Look at how one of Marx’s and Engle’s predicted revolutions 
came about (Russia) and how it inspired other revolutions such as China with Mao and in 
Cuba with Che Guevara 

Para 3 Focus this paragraph on gradualism, clearly and accurately define it and mention the 
criticism of each method of achieving socialism. Ensure relevant thinkers are included 

Para 4 Focus this paragraph on how revolutionary socialists argue evolutionary socialism will be a 
failure. Look at work of Rosa Luxemburg on non-revolutionary socialism and how 
evolutionary socialists respond to what would happen if a revolution takes place. Ensure 
you make the key point that during most of the 20th century there was a great division 
between revolutionary and evolutionary socialism in order to achieve socialist goals. Make 
sure you link clearly back to the question and include reference to a least one key thinker 
on each of the two approaches to socialism 

Para 5 Focus this paragraph very clearly on examining how the division in socialism between 
revolutionary and evolutionary socialism has declined and why. Look at after WW2 and 
after the collapse of communism in 1989-90. Make the key point that revolutionary 
socialist ideas are still influential in some parts of the world, there is much less debate over 
the means of achieving socialism than there was between say 1900-1945.  

Conclusion In your conclusion make sure you answer the question AND give your point of view.  

 


